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background model. The variants outperformed both the initial
method and two existing alternative methods, even in a
context where the background varied considerably and
background subtraction might be thought unsuitable. Tennis
ball tracking systems were reported by Sudhir et al. (Sudhir et
al., 1998) and by Pingali et al. (Pingali et al., 2000); neither
group of authors PDGH D V\VWHPDWLF DQDO\VLV RI WKHLU V\VWHPV¶
performance in a real-world environment. Also, they did not
address ball occlusion or player-ball interaction. Our paper
describes the results of our real-world deployment and gives
detailed data on error rates and sources of error.

Abstract² In this paper we investigate real-time tracking of a
tennis-ball using various image differencing techniques. First,
we considered a simple background subtraction method with
subsequent ball verification (BS). We then implemented two
variants of our initial background subtraction method. The first
is an image differencing technique that considers the difference
in ball position between the current and previous frames along
with a background model that uses a single Gaussian
distribution for each pixel. The second is uses a mixture of
Gaussians to accurately model the background image. Each of
these three techniques constitutes a complete solution to the
tennis ball tracking problem. In a detailed evaluation of the
techniques in different lighting conditions we found that the
mixture of Gaussians model produces the best quality tracking.
Our contribution in this paper is the observation that simple
background subtraction can outperform more sophisticated
techniques on difficult problems, and we provide a detailed
evaluation and comparison of the performance of our
techniques, including a breakdown of the sources of error.
Index Terms² Foreground, Background, shadow and object
detection

I. INTRODUCTION
While ball tracking systems have been successful in soccer
(football) and baseball, ball tracking in tennis matches is less
well explored. Applications including computer-assisted
refereeing and computer assisted coaching could benefit from
real-time tracking of the tennis ball. However, ball tracking in
a tennis match poses particular challenges owing to the EDOO¶V
small size, high speed, and large variation in trajectories.
Soccer balls are relatively large and move relatively slowly,
while baseballs are slightly larger and (in a baseball pitch)
have a much more highly constrained trajectory. Neither
object-based techniques nor non-object based techniques are
suitable for this application. Such techniques have limited
processing speed and sometimes lack the ability to track
objects which move significant distances between frames. In
this paper, we present an investigation of image processing
algorithms aimed at tennis ball tracking. We use background
subtraction as the first step in the tracking process;
background subtraction generates a number of regions
representing changes in the image, all of which are possible
ball locations, or ball candidates. We determine which ball
candidates to report as tennis balls based on size and shape
analysis of the candidate regions. First, we present a basic
algorithm which uses an extremely simple, static background
model; the results from this were encouraging, so we created
two variant methods with different augmentations to the

Fig. 1: Representation of Lawn Tennis ground
II. PREVIOUS WORK
Retrieval and summarization of sports footage have received
increasing interest in recent years. It is expected that the rise
of home Digital media will increase the demand for easily
browsable content, and hence the need for automatic content
manipulation. Much of the work has concentrated on using
video analysis for example, Sudhir et al. [14] extracted events
from tennis using video analysis and the geometry of the
court; Chang et.al [15] have used HMMs for summarizing
Baseball footage. Work is emerging that considers the audio
signal for spotting important events [16,17]. In general for
sports the audio signal is capable of characterizing much
shorter duration events than the video signal. In sports like
tennis, cricket, badminton it is the short and sharp noise of the
ball hitting the racket or bat that defines the basic building
block action of the game. Both the audio and video signals
therefore contain useful information and this work considers
the use of both audio and video features for parsing tennis
footage. The basic unit of this game is the serve and
subsequent rally.
This work was funded by EU RTN MOUMIR
www.moumir.org (HP 118) and MUSE-DTV, CASMS,
Enterprise Ireland. or passage of play until the point is
decided. Tennis summaries therefore generally contain the
main court view during each of the main points.
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This article presents a mechanism for extracting each rally by
identifying the court view and by building a mechanism that
'listens' for the sound of the racket hitting the ball (referred to
as a racket hit in this paper). The video sequence is first
segmented into shots using the common histogram analysis
technique. The task addressed by this paper is to identify each
shot that is a passage of play shot containing the court view.
The classification can be achieved by noting that the relevant
shots contain both a full court view and a noise of the ball
hitting the rackets.

use multiple cameras to track the 3D trajectory of the ball
using stereo matching algorithms. A multi-thread approach is
taken to track the ball using motion, intensity and shape.
However, they do not give enough details of their
implementation to compare their approach with ours.
Throughout this paper we use various image processing
techniques, including median filtering and shape feature
extraction (Shapiro and Stockman, 2001). The median filter is
used to reduce noise in the image while shape features,
including aspect ratio, compactness, and roughness, are used
to check if D UHJLRQ¶V SURSHUWLHV UHVHPEOH D EDOO RU QRW

A number of object detection and tracking techniques have
been developed in the last two decades for tracking humans
(Rano et al., 2004) and cars (Stauffer and Grimson, 1999).
More recently, researchers have examined computer vision
techniques for tracking sporting events (Han et al., 2002;
Assfalg et al., 2002; Sudhir et al., 1998). Here we review the
related literature on computer vision based object detection
and tracking techniques.
Viola et al. (Viola and Jones, 2001) introduced classifier
cascades for object recognition. They trained a set of weak
classifiers on a set of very simple features, one classifier per
feature; the classifiers are used in sequence to detect the
presence of the target object, and since the weak classifiers
are able to reject most non-target objects quickly, the majority
of the computational effort is spent on difficult cases.
Lienhart and Maydt (Lienhart and Maydt, 2002) extended
this work by proposing a richer set of features (Haar-like
features, including edge, line, and centersurround features)
and showing a lower false positive rate than was achieved by
the simple feature set of Viola et al (Viola and Jones, 2001).
Stauffer and Grimson (Stauffer and Grimson, 1999) proposed
a background model in which each pixel is a mixture of
Gaussian distributions; pixels which fit into some existing
distribution are considered background, while pixels which
lie outside all distributions are considered foreground. The
method allows the distributions to adapt to new samples, so
that only parts of the image which change faster than a set
learning rate are still considered foreground, and portions
which change more slowly are incorporated into the
background.
Ren et al. (Ren et al., 2004) devised K-ZONE, a system for
tracking baseball pitches. They used a mixture of Gaussians
for background discrimination; their method uses trajectory
information to reject some ball candidates. They report good
results for their context, but the trajectory of the baseballs is
considerably constrained compared to the variation we can
expect in a tennis match.
'¶2UD]L HW DO '¶2UD]LR HW DO
SURSRVH a system for
tracking soccer balls using a modified Hough transform. They
use the parametric representation of a circle to transform the
image and determine points which are on the soccer ball. They
show that the circular Hough transform is effective in
detecting the soccer ball. However, their algorithm requires
considerable processing to be viable as a real time ball
tracking technique.
In (Sudhir et al., 1998) the authors perform an automatic
analysis of tennis video to facilitate content based retrieval.
They generate an image model for the tennis court-lines based
on the knowledge of the dimensions and connectivity of a
tennis court and typical geometry used when capturing a
tennis video. They use this model to track the tennis players
over a sequence of images. In (Pingali et al., 2000) the authors

III. OBJECT DETECTION/RECOGNITION
The ultimate objective of a completely automated object
tracking system is probably event recognition. Despite the
fact that it is very critical and valuable to recognize an
activity, it is difficult to characterize the motion type that is
interesting and significant inside the sports context. Thus,
there are numerous studies addressing diverse events types.
Polana and Nelson [1] figure the optical flow fields between
successive frames and sum up the vector magnitudes in
regions of object to gain high dimensional component vectors
that are utilized for recognition. Exercises are grouped by
using the closest neighbour algorithm. To discover simple
movement characteristics again attempted and in [2] proposes
D ³VWDU´ skeletonization strategy. The items are recognized by
using background subtraction and then their boundaries are
removed and a skeleton is created. The authors claim that
skeletonization gives vital motion signs like posture of body
and cyclic motion of skeleton segments, which thusly are used
in finding human activities like walking or running [2] Rather
than making analysis of simplistic object motions, patterns of
activity in time might also be observed. A state-based learning
architecture was proposed in [3] with coupled hidden Markov
models (CHMM), to model behaviors of object and
communications between them. Object motion was
represented by Johnson, et al. [4] using flow vectors, which
include spatial location and instantaneous object velocity.
Then, the trajectories are built as a grouping of flow vectors
and a competitive learning network is adapted to model the
probability density functions of flow vector sequences. In the
similar way, [5] produce probabilistic models to describe the
normal motion in the scene. The flow vectors are further
quantized to get a prototype representation and trajectories
are converted into prototype vector sequences. Thereafter,
these sequences are evaluated using the probabilistic
trajectory models. A codebook of prototype representations
was produced in [6] from input representations (x,y, vx, vy,
size of object, binary mask) using on-line Vector Quantization
(VQ). At that point, a co-occurrence matrix is characterized
over the prototypes in the codebook and a hierarchical
classifier is produced by making use of co-occurrence data.
Lee, et al. [7] likewise work with prototype vectors and its
objective is of the classification of both local and global
trajectory points. Support Vector Machines are used by them
for the detection of local point abnormality while the
classification of global trajectories (sequences of vectors) is
done by using HMMs. As a last step, a rule-based system
consolidates local and global information to make the
decision on the abnormality of the motion pattern [7].
5HFRJQLWLRQ RI WKH SHUVRQV¶ HQWHULQJ WKH VFHQH LV DQRWKHU
essential part of a object tracking framework. Most recent
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studies on individual identification exhibit the popularity of
architectures that are based on biometrics (distinctive
personal components). Face and gait are the prime biometric
features that can be seen inside passive object tracking
context [6].
We have a long history of research on face recognition and
there are many studies on face tracking, face recognition, face
detection, extraction of facial features [9][10][11]. Gait based
recognition has acquired more attention in recent couple of
years. The above mentioned studies can be grouped into three
principle categories: physical feature based method
model-based methods, statistical methods. Anatomical
models are used by model based methods for analyzing gait of
a person.
To construct the models, parameters such as joint trajectories
or angular speeds are used. In statistical strategies, moment
features of object regions are used for recognizing peoples. At
last, physical feature based models utilizes the geometric
structural properties of human body to recognize the
movement pattern of a person. Some of these are cadence,
height and stride length. Detailed discussion on the gait-based
recognition studies could be found in [6].

Likelihood of having a Racket hit. Assuming a uniform
distribution over the eigenspace F, the likelihood of having a
racket hit can be approximated [19, 20] using the likelihood
of the reconstruction error:

V. SHADOW REMOVAL
At the time of the objects segmentation from the background,
moving cast shadows are constantly misclassified, as a
moving object part. As the shadow causes an important
intensity change on the surface it is cast upon, hence this result
is expected. On the other hand, the segmentation of the
moving objects that are desired should not contain shadows.
An algorithm is applied on the change mask to uproot them
[12-13]. The aim behind the method is as follows: On casting
a shadow upon a surface, the intensity value reduces in a
significant way, while normalized color value does not
change much.

IV. VIDEO FEATURES AT FRAME LEVEL
This section presents respectively the visual and audio
features used, and proposes expressions for their likelihoods.
The likelihoods express the probabilities that a frame
represents a main court view and that the audio represents
racket hits.
Frame level visual feature
The second moment of the though transform of the edges is
computed for each image [18]. This measure, noted xu, is
used to detect frames showing a main view of the court where
its value remains constant. This moment feature is low when
there is strong scene geometry since the Hough space will
contain compact clusters representing major lines in the
image. As the large view of the court is dominated by the
physical, rectangular court structure the feature works well to
discriminate it without the need to resort to any 3D
information (as used in [14]).

Fig. 2: Shadow Removal from an image
VI. FRAME DIFFERENCE
Under this heading calculation shows the frame difference
between the current frame and previous frame, which is to be
stored in to the frame buffer. It can be presented as,

Frame level audio feature
Since the racket hit is a shon sound between 10 to 20 ms long,
we have chosen to compute the spectrogram of the audio track
using a 40 ms window (duration of a frame in the video). The
power spectrum of this Fourier transform, normalized by its
energy, is then computed for each window and corresponds to
our audio features.
Eigenspace representation. K audio features corresponding
to racket hits are collected. A Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) is then performed over this training database. J
eigenvectors corresponding to the J highest eigenvalues are
retained to span the eigenspace F.
Distance from the feature space. A common way to
measure the similarity of an unknown observation xa with the
training cloud, is to compute the distance between x. and
the eigenspace F. This Distance Fmm Feature Space
(DFFS) is defined as [19]:

Fig. 3: Block diagram of the baseline mode
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Above equation, represent frame data, FD shows frame
difference and FDM represents Frame Difference Mask. Here
one thing is important that the pixels which belong to the
FDM are in the category of moving pixels. Here one thing is
noticed that the parameters which are required in this case are
set in advanced.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a detailed method that how video can be
used in finding out of minute details in still frames which can
be obtained from videos. This paper discuses the baseline
model for detecting foreground, shadow and object from
sequence of frames. Simulation results are presented by
considering a lawn tennis ground. The considered model
correctly detects object form a frame. The result obtained in
the paper are early results and set directions for the
development of a system which can be used for lawn tennis
coaching, player and ball tracking. This work provides a
methodology about how a mathematical can be used in
players tracking in lawn tennis round.
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